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Us against yyou
ou

Red w
war
ar : a Mitch Rapp nov
novel
el

The community of Beartown is divided by an
effort to save the local hockey team that involves
a challenging new hockey coach, three promising
players and a dangerously escalating rival
competition. By the best-selling author of A
Man Called Ove.

When a terminally ill Russian president launches
a massive campaign that threatens millions of
lives, Mitch Rapp is dispatched by the CIA to
prevent an all-consuming war. By the author of
Enemy of the State

by Fredrik Backman

Dark tide rising : a William M
Monk
onk
nov
novel
el

by Kyle Mills

Ambush

by James Patterson

by Anne Perry

When a series of attacks targeting Michael
Bennett injures one of his children and causes
several deaths, the New York police officer leads
an investigation throughout the five boroughs
that exposes corruption and a dangerous
vendetta.

Winter in Paradise

The dead ringer : an Agatha Raisin
mystery

A ransom exchange gone violently wrong forces
Commander William Monk to investigate the
unthinkable possibility that one of his own men
has betrayed him.

by Elin Hilderbrand

A suburban wife confronts the loss of
everything at the same time her husband is
found dead on the beaches of St. John, where he
harbored a secret second family.

by M. C Beaton

Agatha Raisin investigates the murder of an
identical twin and co-manager of Thirk Magna's
bell-ringer team, a demise that questions the
innocence of bullied co-workers and a fed-up
lawyer.

Alaskan holiday : a nov
novel
el

Every breath

Taking a job in a remote Alaskan town, a
talented young chef bonds with a crotchety
baker and a master swordsmith who complicate
her career ambitions on the mainland. By the
best-selling author of Merry and Bright

A chance encounter becomes a transcendent
turning point for two very different people,
including the conflicted surgeon daughter of an
ALS patient and a Sunset Beach newcomer from
Zimbabwe who aims to meet his birth father.

by Debbie Macomber

A spark of light : a nov
novel
el
by Jodi Picoult

The #1 New York Times best-selling author of
Small Great Things returns with a powerful and
provocative new novel about ordinary lives that
intersect during a heart-stopping crisis.

by Nicholas Sparks

Holy Ghost

by John Sandford

A mayor's half-baked scheme to revive a
floundering Minnesota community by turning
it into a religious shrine is thrown into chaos by
the discovery of a body. By the #1 New York
Times best-selling author of Twisted Prey.

